
Zukina ($ZKN) Token Whitepaper Draft: Detailed Tokenomics Section 

 

Token Distribution: 

 

1. Liquidity Pool (60%): With 300,000,000 $ZKN allocated, our liquidity pool is at the heart of 

our trading infrastructure. This substantial liquidity reserve is fundamental for the stability and 

fluidity of transactions on both our proprietary exchange and external platforms. It ensures 

traders can buy and sell without excessive slippage, maintaining confidence and encouraging 

healthy market activity. 

 

2. Presale (30%): We're dedicating 150,000,000 $ZKN to our presale investors. This tier is 

designed to inject early capital into the project, rewarding forward-thinking investors with a 

preferential purchase rate. The presale phase is structured to establish a diverse and 

distributed token holder base, laying the groundwork for a decentralized and resilient 

community. 

 

3. CEX Listings (5%): A targeted 25,000,000 $ZKN fund will be used to list Zukina on top-tier 

centralized exchanges. This facilitates wider token distribution and provides traders with 

various platforms to engage with $ZKN, thus enhancing the token's liquidity and market 

presence. 

 

4. Development & Marketing (3%): For the ongoing innovation and expansion of Zukina's 

ecosystem, 15,000,000 $ZKN will be allocated. These funds are crucial for the development of 

new features, maintaining cutting-edge technology in our exchange and metaverse, and 

executing marketing strategies that will capture the attention of our target audience 

worldwide. 

 

5. Airdrop (2%): To incentivize community engagement and expand our reach, 10,000,000 $ZKN 

are set aside for strategic airdrop campaigns. This will help in fostering a widespread and active 

user base, encouraging the adoption of $ZKN within our platform and beyond. 

 

 

 



Total Supply and Valuation: 

 

The total supply of Zukina tokens is 500,000,000 $ZKN. With an initial valuation of $0.1 per 

$ZKN, the market capitalization at launch is set to be $50 million. This valuation reflects our 

confidence in the project's fundamentals and our commitment to sustainable growth. The 

pricing strategy is crafted to make the token accessible to a broad range of investors while 

ensuring sufficient capitalization to fund the ambitious roadmap we've laid out for Zukina's 

future. 

 

Utilization of Funds: 

The funds raised through the various phases of token distribution will be strategically deployed 

to achieve key milestones in our roadmap. These include: 

- Infrastructure Development: Building a robust and secure trading platform, and creating an 

immersive game metaverse. 

- Operational Excellence: Ensuring smooth operation of the exchange and game environments 

with a focus on user experience and customer support. 

- Compliance and Security: Adhering to regulatory requirements and implementing industry-

leading security measures. 

- Community Building: Nurturing a vibrant community around the Zukina ecosystem through 

events, education, and support. 

- Marketing Initiatives: Positioning Zukina at the forefront of the crypto space through targeted 

marketing and partnerships. 


